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Abstract: Active research is ongoing regarding the mechanical behavior of structural members
manufactured from geopolymer concrete (GC), as it lacks standardized/codified manufacturing
and design procedures. This study aims to address the shear behavior of GC beams. First, a
consistent trial–error-based approach was used to develop the optimal mixture ratio (102.38/234.0 for
NaOH/Na2SiO3) in terms of workability and consistency for the production of six (6) test specimens
with span-to-depth ratios of (a/d) of 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 and transverse reinforcement intervals of 10, 15,
and 20 cm. Then, shear failure tests using a three-point bending setup were conducted and analyzed
statistically. As a first attempt in the literature, an empirical expression for shear capacity prediction
that was specifically tuned for GC beams was given. This expression, along with seven other similar
expressions for ordinary concrete beams from the literature, and various practice codes were tested
against a pool of experimental shear failure results given by four (4) different researchers. As a
measure of the predictive capability, coefficient of variation (COV = standard deviation/average)
values were obtained, and the lowest COV value of 0.305 suggested that the expression obtained the
highest predictive capability, whereas more common practice codes such as ACI318, EN1992, and
ENV1992 produced COV values of 0.435, 0.374, and 0.627, respectively. Finally, this study provides
a working expression for the shear capacity estimation of GC beams and a mixture ratio for the
practical manufacturing conditions of workability and consistency, with a slump value of 270 mm
and a 90 min setting time.

Keywords: geopolymer concrete; shear; beam; sustainable materials

1. Introduction

In the modern world, the construction industry is one the primary sources of en-
vironmental concern. These concerns have triggered a remarkable desire for the use of
environmentally friendly materials and techniques [1–3]. In particular, manufacturing
materials and techniques with low carbon emission levels and the capacity for recycling
have attracted attention [4,5]. In parallel, research activity on eco-friendly and sustainable
methods and materials are gaining momentum. In this context, one of the key ingredients
of the industry for many years, ordinary Portland cement (OPC), has been put on the table.
Calcination and combustion processes in the manufacturing of OPC are primary sources
of greenhouse effects due to high carbon emissions [6]. In order to produce 1 ton of OPC,
0.8 to 1 ton of carbon is released into the atmosphere [7] and, in total, these clinker opera-
tions are directly responsible for 7% of the overall CO2 emissions worldwide [8], which
accelerates global climate change. One promising product in this context is pozzolan-based
geopolymer materials, addressed by Davidovis in 1979 [9], who cited its cement-like bind-
ing properties. Investigations started by examining this emerging material as a substitute
for OPC. In [10], the authors provided a general review on the material properties of fly-
ash-based geopolymer concrete (GC). They specifically addressed the compressive strength
characteristics and resistance to aggressive environments and elevated temperature levels,
and they concluded that it is on par with or even better than the OPC concrete in these
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aspects. In a more recent comprehensive review study [11], Ahmed et al. mentioned that
with the usage of agricultural and industrial waste ashes as the primary binder rather
than OPC, geopolymer concrete (GC) saves energy, reduces waste, cuts building costs,
and lowers CO2 emissions. Regarding the structural properties of reinforced GC beams,
it was concluded that the specification codes for OPC concrete beams, such as ACI 318,
could predictably be developed and used for reinforced GC beams, since they behaved and
failed in the same way as conventional OPC concrete beams. They concluded that these
comparable results could improve the usage of the existing codes of practice for the design
of structural elements utilizing GC. Studies in the literature on geopolymer concrete can be
roughly divided into two parts. The first part is related to the material side, including the
chemical properties, mixture ratios, and resistance to environmental factors. The second
part consists of studies which address the mechanical behavior of structural members made
from geopolymer concrete. The paragraphs below briefly address the current situation of
the literature.

Being a new material, geopolymer-based concrete lacks standardized/codified manu-
facturing procedures. One key issue is related to the mixture ratios of the ingredients used
to obtain a workable and easy-to-produce end product for the casting of structural members.
In [12], Fang et al. addressed the workability and mechanical properties of fly ash slag con-
crete. They concluded that its short setting time and poor workability impede its structural
applications. Many different recipes were suggested. In [13], Patankar et al. used Na2SiO3
and NaOH as activators with pozzolan selected as a fly ash. They found that an alkaline
liquid/binder ratio beyond 0.25–0.35 resulted in segregation, whereas below this ratio, the
workability was in question. Al Bakri et al. [14] found that an alkaline-liquid-to-binder ratio
of 0.4 meets the practical considerations of consistency and workability. Krishna A.R. et al.
also arrived at the same ratio of 0.4, and they showed that solutions prepared with higher
molar concentrations consistently yielded higher compressive strengths [15]. In terms of
the main mechanical parameters, such as Young’s modulus, studies indicate similar or
higher values when compared with materials produced with OPC [16,17]. There is not yet
an established universal consensus on the mixture ratios and ingredients, especially those
for targeted structural performance levels, and this problem is open to debate.

Research on the mechanical aspects and applications of structures has been consider-
ably limited with respect to the material-only studies, especially when dealing with the
behavior under specific types of loadings, with shear being one of them. In [11], Ahmad
et al. stressed that, unlike the structural members produced with OPC concrete, design
equations and guides for GC are still fairly limited. An almost exhaustive list of studies in
the literature, which are mostly experimental, is given here. In his dissertation, Chang [18]
worked on geopolymer concrete beams made with fly ash pozzolan with average compres-
sive strengths between 45 and 56 MPa. Nine (9) beams with different reinforcement ratios
of 1.74%, 2.32%, and 3.14% and stirrup spacings of 75, 100, and 125 mm were tested. These
beams, with a shear span-to-depth ratio (a/d) of 2.5, showed more ductile response when
compared to the OPC concrete beams. A single mixture ratio was provided for their pro-
duction, but no information was given on the workability or consistency of the geopolymer
mortar. In another foundational study, Wu et al. [19] found that the shear capacity of GC
beams is on par or even superior to the OPC concrete beams. For this purpose, they con-
structed 18 GC beams and 3 more OPC concrete control beams with different reinforcement
ratios, heights, and depths. Including a mixture table for three different ratios of targeted
compressive strengths, this study also did not address the links between the mixture and
the compressive strength, workability, and consistency in a direct manner. Concerning the
relationship between the molarity of the solutions in the production phase and the resulting
shear capacity, Cheng Wu et al. found that similar response characteristics (ductility and
crack width formation) were observed with respect to the OPC concrete beams in deep
beam classification (a/d ≈ 2–2.4). The tested shear capacities were compared with the
shear bearing formulae in the literature, which were produced for OPC concrete beams.
It was seen that the best estimates were obtained with the formula of Choi et al. [20,21].
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Another study [22] by Madheswaran et al. addressed the design aspect of the shear ca-
pacity for a mixture of slag-based and fly-ash-based GC beams. GC T-beams with an
a/d≈ 1.9–2.5 were manufactured with a selected mixture ratio and tested. The results were
compared with the associated formulae from ACI 318-08 [23]. It was found that formulae
used with the same compressive strength of the OPC concrete beam can be safely used
to design the shear capacity of GC beams for a no stirrup case and for stirrup spacings
of 120, 180, and 240 mm. In this study, it was also seen that similar fracture patterns
were observed between the OPC concrete and slag-based GC beams. In [24], Huang et al.
explored the usage of basalt fibers as shear and flexural reinforcements in GC beams. The
effects of rectangular and spiral basalt shear reinforcements with same ratios were tested.
It was found that the spiral specimens performed better in terms of the shearing failure.
In another design-based study [25], Visintin et al. attempted to measure the shear friction
capacity of slag-based GC beams in order to estimate the shear strength via a segmental
approach which was originally developed for OPC concrete beams. They reported con-
sistent results with the segmental approach after testing eight GC beams with flexural
reinforcement ratios of 0.89, 1.07, and 1.34% and with shear span-to-depth ratios (a/d) of
2.0, 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5. In [26], Aldemir et al. compared the bending and shear performances
of 12 beams made from OPC and geopolymer concrete beams with fresh and recycled
aggregate. The specimens had a span-to-depth ratio of 0.5 to 1.65, and the average concrete
compressive strengths were between 34 and 37 MPa. They concluded that the predictions
based on TS500 were better than the predictions based on ACI318. Moreover, the TS500
predictions for the OPC concrete (69%) were better than those for the GC (58%). Yacob
et al. [27] reported deformation patterns in the shear failure of four OPC and geopolymer
concrete beam specimens. They used span-to-depth ratios of 2 and 2.4 and observed similar
responses for both materials in terms of the ductility and failure mechanisms. In another
study [28], Hawileh et al. tested beam specimens made from OPC and geopolymer concrete
in three-point and four-point bending setups. They concluded that the normalized capacity
of the geopolymer beams was on par with the beams made from ordinary concrete.

Our survey of the current literature, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, indicated
no shear-capacity-estimating expression for structural members made from geopolymer
concrete. As is well known, these types of empirical expressions are commonly used for
the design of structural members made from ordinary concrete in the practice codes. In
this study, as a first attempt in the literature, we developed an empirical shear-capacity-
estimating expression specifically tuned for geopolymer beams based on the specimens
we tested in a three-point bending setup. First, in the experimental part, different mixture
ratios with sodium silicate and sodium hydroxide were tested for the determination of
the optimal consistency and workability for the specimen preparation. The trial-and-error-
based approach was used for the practical considerations. Then, the chosen mixture with the
most suitable physical and mechanical properties was used to cast six geopolymer beams
for the shear testing. We targeted the shear response by choosing shear span-to-depth ratios
(a/d) of 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 and prepared specimens without stirrups and with stirrup spacings
of 10, 15, and 20 cm. The shear response of these beams was observed in the context
of the general capacity, ductility, load–deflection relationship, strain in reinforcements,
failure mode and crack pattern development, and other design issues mentioned in the
codes (ACI318-19 [29], Eurocode 2 [30,31], TS500 [32], and NZS 3101 [33]) for OPC concrete
members. In the end, a power-law-type expression was proposed for shear strength capacity
estimation, which is based on the earlier studies [34,35] of the second author. Proposed
equations, along with other numerous predictive shear capacity formulae [29–33,36], from
the literature were compared with the test results of not only this study but also results of
other experimental studies concerning the shear capacity of the GC beams [18,19,23,37].
By comparing the coefficients of variation (COV) values, the superior performance of the
proposed equation was established with respect to other formulae [29–33,36] applied in a
broad range of experiments [18,19,23,37] from the literature. Our conclusions also include
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the suggestion of the use of a clear mixture for practical consistency and workability issues
during specimen preparation.

2. Experimental Program

Six different trial mixtures were investigated in order to identify the optimal fea-
tures of slag-based GC in terms of its consistency, workability, and strength. A mixture
with these desired features was selected for the production of beam members, which
were then tested in a three-point bending setup. This section consists of two main
parts. The first part includes information about the trial mixture ingredients, slump,
and strength results for each mixture. The second part includes information about the ex-
perimental setup and the beams’ geometric properties, reinforcement, general testing, and
instrumental considerations.

2.1. GC Mixture Design
2.1.1. Materials

Natural river sand with a moisture ratio of 4% and a unit weight of 2.61 t/m3 was
mixed with crushed sand, including fine and coarse aggregates with unit weights of 2.66,
2.70, and 2.74 t/m3, respectively, for all the mixtures. The aggregate gradation used for all
the mixtures is shown in Figure 1. As can be seen, the gradation percentiles are within the
acceptable limits for the maximum aggregate sieve size (22.4 mm) according to TS-706 EN
12620 + A1 [38].
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Figure 1. Aggregate gradation curve.

The binder, a granulated blast furnace slag (GBFS), was selected for all the mixtures and
was obtained from a ready-mix concrete supplier, with the constitutive composition given in
Table 1. The standard percentile and ratio values related to its usability in OPCC production
were verified for the selected GBFS, and it was deemed suitable for the production of
GC as well.

Table 1. Chemical composition of GBFS.

Typical Property Standard Values 1 Percentile (%)

SO3 Maximum 2.5 0.15
Al2O3 - 14.83
Fe2O3 - 0.61
Na2O - 0.80
K2O - 1.10
Cl− Maximum 0.10 0.01

CaO + MgO + SiO2 Minimum 66.67 82.5
1 (TS 15167-1, [39]).
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The mixtures mainly differ in terms of the selected weight ratios of the chemical
activator and super plasticizer for the different mixtures. Chemical activator solutions
of 8 mol sodium hydroxide (NAOH–unit mass of 1.30 t/m3) and 32% sodium silicate
(Na2SiO3–unit mass of 1.35 t/m3) were prepared. In order to increase the workability, the
Optima 100 (unit mass of 1.05 t/m3, pH: 4.00, chloride content <0.1%) superplasticizer
was used.

2.1.2. GC Mixing Procedure

A gravity mixer with a capacity of 0.15 m3 was used for the design of the mixtures.
Their production began with the mixing of solid ingredients with predetermined (as
indicated below) mass ratios from fine to coarse in order to increase the homogeneity.
Coarse and fine aggregates were added first, which were followed by crushed and natural
sands. Finally, GBFS was added, and this completed the dry mixture. The mass ratios for
the dry mixture ingredients were the same for all attempts and are given as 450 kg/m3

for the GBFS, 322 kg/m3 for the naturel sand, 458 kg/m3 for the crushed sand, 354 kg/m3

for the fine aggregate, and 450 kg/m3 for the coarse aggregate. After a minimum of three
minutes of dry mixture time, in order to ensure the mixture’s homogeneity, solutions of
alkaline activators and superplasticizer were added, and the mixer continued to operate
uninterrupted for three more minutes in this wet setting. In this way, the final mixture
became ready for the formwork. Different mass ratios of sodium hydroxide, sodium silicate,
and superplasticizer solutions, which were used with same dry mixtures, resulted in six
different GC attempts (end mixtures), which were named as M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, and M6.
The differences due to these altered alkaline liquid and superplasticizer proportions are
discussed below.

2.1.3. GC Mixing Proportions

It is generally accepted that the water/binder ratio should be around 0.45 to 0.7 (TS
13515 [40]) for ordinary Portland cement concrete (OPCC). We started with the lower ratio
of 0.2 for the iterations and progressed towards optimal mixture in order to document
the effects of this important parameter over a broader range. Mixture 1, M1, included
29.25 kg/m3 of NaOH and 58.5 kg/m3 of Na2SiO3, which, in total, amounted to 20% of
GBFS (fixed at 450 kg/m3). The amount of plasticizer used was 4.5 kg/m3 (1%). It was
observed that this ratio was not enough for the activation of the binder, which resulted in
premature coagulation, as can be seen in Figure 2. In mixture 2, M2, this ratio was doubled
but resulted in a very poor workability (slump = 60 mm) with the same amount of plasti-
cizer (1%) as M1. Nevertheless, cubic samples with a mean 3-day compressive strength of
23.41 MPa were obtained. In mixture 3, M3, the alkali liquid/binder ratio was kept
same, but the amount of plasticizer was increased considerably (18%) in order to in-
crease the workability of M2. This resulted in a favorable slump value of 210 mm, but
in this case, a considerable loss in the compressive strength (3 days, 6.37 MPa) occurred.
Moreover, a sudden loss in the initial consistency was observed within 15 min of mixing.
Thus, we can conclude that despite its initial contribution to the workability, this plasti-
cizer was ineffective in terms of sustaining the consistency at this very high ratio. In the
literature [41–45], it is indicated that Na2SiO3 is the primary agent that effects the long-term
workability and consistency, rather than NaOH. The fourth attempt, M4, was prepared
with, respectively, 3× and 3.5× the amount of NaOH and Na2SiO3 used in M1. The plas-
ticizer was decreased to 1%, the same as in M1. Although a 3-day compressive strength
of 30.62 MPa was obtained, it was not possible to push the sudden loss in consistency
beyond 25 min. For mixture 5, M5, without changing the plasticizer ratio (1%), we con-
tinued to experiment with higher ratios of NaOH and Na2SiO3, this time using 3.5× and
4.5× the amount used in M1. This proved to be too much, and significant segregation
occurred. Finally, for mixture 6, M6, the selected values of 3.5× and 4× the amounts
of NaOH and Na2SiO3 in M1 proved to be optimal in terms of the workability (slump
270 mm), consistency (beyond 90 min), and compressive strength (3 days, 35.1 MPa). The
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9 cubes produced for M6 (3 for each of the 3-, 7-, and 28-day strength measurements)
yielded standard deviations of 2.37, 2.39, and 4.83 MPa, which were deemed acceptable in
terms of the homogeneity. It turned out that the alkaline-liquid-to-binder ratio of 0.75 was
best suited for the intended GC. Table 2 summarizes the mixture ratios. Figure 2 includes
the general steps for the mixtures within 10 min of mixing.
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Table 2. The mixing ratios of the materials in the geopolymer mixture.

Compressive Strength (MPa) % of 28-Day Strength

Mixture
NaOH

(kg/m3)/Na2SiO3
(kg/m3)

Superplasticizer (kg/m3) Slump
(mm)

3
Days

7
Days

28
Days

3
Days

7
Days

M1 29.25/58.5 4.5 Coagulated — — — — —

M2 58.50/117.0 4.5 60 23.41 30.29 39.78 0.59 0.76

M3 58.50/117.0 81.0 210 6.37 21.63 30.61 0.21 0.71

M4 87.75/204.8 4.5 230 30.62 40.32 54.90 0.56 0.73

M5 102.38/263.3 4.5 Segregated — — — — —

M6 102.38/234.0 4.5 270 35.10 46.45 65.00 0.54 0.71

Table 2 also includes the average compressive strengths of the tested standard cubes
(15 cm × 15 cm × 15 cm) made with each mixture. It is seen that the 3-day and 7-day
compressive strengths are 0.54 and 0.71 of the 28-day compressive strength for M6 GC.
These values are significantly higher than the typical values obtained for the OPC concrete,
which attained 0.4 and 0.65 of the 28-day strength for 3 days and 7 days, respectively. Thus,
with M6, a relatively faster arrival at the target strength occurred. No considerable change
in the temperature occurred within one hour of the initial mixing before setup.

2.2. GC Test Beams
2.2.1. Test Setup and Instrumentation

The tested geopolymer beams manufactured with the M6 mixture ratio are shown in
Figure 3a,b. These GC beams were tested in a three-point bending setup, and the shear
responses were analyzed. The setup was displacement-controlled with a displacement
rate of 30 µm/s. The applied load and mid-span deflections were monitored and recorded
through a computer-aided data acquisition system. The beams were loaded beyond the
ultimate load until the load dropped to approximately 80% of its peak value. A single
actuator acting in the middle of the span was used with two steel supports, one being a
roller and the other the pinned type. The disk-shaped actuator head pressed a steel block
with a width and thickness of 5 cm and 4 cm, respectively, for the sake of a uniform load
distribution. Vertical displacements at the mid-span and locations 20 cm left and right of
the center were recorded via attached linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) at
these points.
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2.2.2. Properties of Beams

In Figure 3b, the geometric properties and reinforcements for the GC beams can be seen.
All the beams have the same cross-section geometry, with different lengths. The width (bw),
effective depth (d), and free span length (2a) are 150 mm, 210 mm, and 1050/1470/1890 mm,
respectively. Thus, the resulting shear span-to-depth ratios (a/d) of the beams are 2.5, 3.5,
and 4.5, which strongly favors shear-dominated failure rather than bending. All the beams
were reinforced with 216 bars of tension (ratio ρ = 1.28%) and 212 bars of compression (ratio
ρ′ = 0.72%), except for the beam without transverse reinforcements. As seen in Figure 3,
there is a difference in the transverse reinforcement ratios. Four different values of this
ratio (ρw), which ranged from 0% to 0.67%, were used. The beam labelling included a
combination of letters and numbers: G to indicate the GC (geopolymer concrete) series;
2.5 to indicate the a/d; R for the reference beam without stirrups; and S to indicate the
transverse reinforcement (8) spacing of 10, 15, and 20 cm, which corresponded to different
ratios of the transverse reinforcement in terms of the spacings. For example, a beam of
series G with a transverse reinforcement spacing of 10 cm and with diameters of the tensile
and compression reinforcements equal to 16 mm and 12 mm, respectively, is labelled
as G25S10.

The properties of the beams are summarized in Table 3. While computing the upper
limit for the transverse reinforcement ratio ρw (ACI318 [22]), the target shear strength was
taken as the shear strength corresponding to the yielding of the longitudinal reinforcement.
In other words, the ratios of the transverse reinforcements in the beams were determined
in such a way that they were smaller than the ratio computed from the shear strength,
corresponding to the yielding of the longitudinal reinforcement, thus ensuring shear-
dominated failure.

Table 3. Properties of the beams.

Beam fc (MPa) s (cm) ρw a/d a (mm) b (mm) L (mm)

G25R 56.0 — — 2.5 525 175 1400
G25S10 69.5 10 0.67 2.5 525 175 1400
G25S15 64.0 15 0.45 2.5 525 175 1400
G25S20 70.0 20 0.34 2.5 525 175 1400
G35R 48.26 — — 3.5 735 365 2200
G45R 62.39 — — 4.5 945 155 2200
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The material properties of the reinforcing bars are given in Table 4, where fy and fu
are the yield and ultimate strengths of the longitudinal reinforcement, respectively, and fyw
and fyw are the yield and ultimate strengths of the transverse reinforcement, respectively.

Table 4. Mechanical properties of the reinforcement.

Reinforcement Diameter Ø8 Ø12 Ø16

fyw (MPa) fyw (MPa) fyw (MPa) fyw (MPa) fyw (MPa) fyw (MPa)
609.80 788.34 506.18 662.39 595.65 739.83

3. Results
3.1. Crack Pattern and Failure Mode

Figure 4 shows the crack patterns of the reinforced GC beams, which are typical for
the shear failure. Crack formations were observed between the load application point and
the support in the early stages of loading in all the beams tested in the three-point bending
configuration. In addition to diagonal shear cracks, some flexural cracks were also detected
in the beams with higher transverse reinforcement ratios, as the shear strength, due to the
shear reinforcement, came closer to the shear strength calculated based on the yielding of
the longitudinal reinforcement. In general, the cracks started at the bottom of the beam close
to the support and propagated in depth towards the load application point, with a diagonal
configuration reminiscent of the typical shear failure for all beams. In the G25R and G25S20
beams, which were the two weakest ones in terms of the shear capacity, failure occurred as
a result of clear diagonal cracks extending from the support to the load application point.
No visible flexural cracks were observed on the G25R beam, whereas G25S20 had some
traces of flexural cracks. Flexural cracks became more evident in the G25S15 and G25S10
beams as the shear capacity increased. However, both beams showed a failure mode with
the shear fracture. The G25S10 beam showed local crushing of the concrete at the load
application point. No slipping failure of the longitudinal reinforcements and transverse
reinforcements was observed in any of the beams.
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3.2. Peak Load and General Behavior

The test results are summarized in Table 5, which includes the cracking load, where
the first major shear crack (diagonal) was observed, in addition to the peak (ultimate)
load with the corresponding mid-span deflection. It is seen that the diagonal cracking
load (Pcr) in the GC series of beams varies between approximately 30% and 67.5% of
the maximum load carrying capacity (Pmax). As expected, similar to reinforced OPPC
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beams, the effect of the transverse reinforcement ratio on the shear capacity is significant.
The ratio of the displacement when the beam reaches the diagonal crack strength to the
displacement when it reaches the maximum shear capacity can be seen to vary between
approximately 10% and 44%. Again, as expected, similar to reinforced OPCC beams, the
effect of the transverse reinforcement ratio to the ductility is significant. The failure modes
were dominated by shear for all the beams except for the G25S10 beam, which failed in a
combined shear-flexural pattern.

Table 5. Critical loads and deflections of the beams.

Beams

First Crack Ultimate Status

Final Note
Pcr (kN) δcr (mm) Type Location Pmax.

(kN) δPmax. (mm) Damage Type

G25S20 72.68 2.42 Shear Shear Span 209.01 15.78 Shear The experiment ended with a shear failure near the left support.
The experiment ended with a shear failure near the left support.
The experiment ended with a shear-flexure failure.
The experiment ended with a shear failure near the right support.
The experiment ended with a shear failure near the left support.
The experiment ended with a shear failure near the left support.

G25S15 65.52 1.94 Shear Shear Span 213.43 16.04 Shear
G25S10 69.20 1.72 Flexure Flexure Region 221.06 16.66 Shear-Flexure
G25R 70.20 1.68 Shear Shear Span 103.90 3.82 Shear
G35R 50.16 3.24 Shear Shear Span 75.74 5.98 Shear
G45R 63.47 6.48 Shear Shear Span 82.56 12.02 Shear

3.3. Load-Deflection Relationship

Figure 5 shows the load–midspan deflection curves of the test beams. As the load
increased, stiffness loss occurred due to crack formation and propagation in all the beams.
There was a sudden loss in stiffness when the load reached around 180 kN for the beams
with transverse reinforcements. Up to this point, in terms of the loading history, beams
G25S15 and G25S20 had very similar stiffness responses. They had similar ultimate load
values as well. The difference becomes apparent in the post-peak load values. It was
observed that G25S15 behaved in a considerably more ductile fashion. Beam G25S10 had
both a slightly higher stiffness and, again, a slightly higher ultimate load compared to
the others, whereas its ductility was similar to that of the G25S15 beam. Beam G25R-
G35R-G45R, lacking transverse reinforcement, performed poorly, as expected, and failed to
reach even the half of the average ultimate load observed for the beams with transverse
reinforcements. The ductility was also almost negligible, as the brittle shear crack of the GC
dominated the response in the absence of transverse reinforcements. Overall, the effects
of the increasing frequency of the transverse reinforcement on the stiffness, strength, and
ductility gains were evident.
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4. Shear Strength Predictions

The related equation given in ACI 318-19 states that the shear strength must exceed
the shear demand, as shown in Equation (1):

vn ≥ vu, (1)
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where vn is the shear strength of an RC member and vu is the shear demand. The nominal
shear strength of reinforced OPCC beams can be determined as the direct summation of
the shear capacities of concrete and transverse reinforcements only:

vn = vc + vs, (2)

where vc is the shear strength of the concrete and vs is the shear strength of the stirrups.
There is no shear strength relation cited for GC beams in the literature, whereas there
are many for OPCC beams. Here, for the sake of enabling a comparison with the equa-
tion proposed in this study, some of the most common shear capacity equations were
gathered. Table 6 includes these selected equations, which were specifically proposed
for ordinary Portland cement concrete (OPCC) beams. These are the ACI318-19 Building
Code [29], based on the experimental results of numerous beams; Turkish Building Code
(TS500, 2000) [32], based on the adaptation of the ACI Code simplified equation; NZS 3101,
(1995) [33]; EN (1992) [30,31]; CEB-FIP90 (1993) [46], a model code equation introduced
empirically; and Zsutty’s equation (1968) [36], deduced by multiple regression analysis.
The proposed equation stems from one of the earlier works of the corresponding author.
In Arslan [35], the second author proposed the concrete’s shear capacity based on the
basic principles of the mechanics and parametric study of experimental data. As indicated
in Arslan [35], the contribution of the concrete to the shear strength can be taken as the
cracking shear strength and can also be expressed as:

vc = 0.3
( c

d

√
fc +

√
ρ fc

)(300
d

)0.28
, (3)

Table 6. Summary of different shear strength models for OPCC beams.

Reference Equations 1

ACI 318 vn =
(

1
6
√

fc + ρw fyw

)
(a/d) ≥ 2.5

TS 500 vn =
(
0.2275

√
fc + ρw fyw

)
≤ 0.22 fc

NZS

Beams without stirrups
0.08

√
fc ≤ (0.07 + 10ρ)

√
fc ≤ 0(a/d) ≥ 2.0vc = (0.07 + 10ρ)

√
fc

Beams with stirrups
vn =

(
vc + ρw fyw

)
EN 1992:2004

1 ≤ cotθ ≤ 2.5, v = 0.6 for fc ≤ 60MPa, v = 0.9− fc
200 > 0.5 for

fc > 60 MPa,
vrd,s = 0.90ρw fywcot θ, vrd,max = 0.9v fcd

(
cot θ/

(
1 + cot2θ

))
EN 1992

vRd1 = 0.035 f 2/3
c k(1.2 + 40ρ), vRd2 = 0.03v fc, v = 0.7− fc/200 ≥ 0.5,

ρ ≤ 0.02, k = 1.6− d ≥ 1, d in m, fc in MPa,
vn = min

(
vRd2; vRd1 + 0.90ρw fyw

)
ENV 1992

v′Rd2 = 0.06v fc/(cot θ + tan θ), v′Rd3 = 0.9ρw fywcot θ,
v = 0.7− fc/200 ≥ 0.5, 26.6

◦
< θ < 45

◦
, ρw fyw ≤ 0.38v fc,

vn = min (v′Rd2; v′Rd3)

Zsutty’s vcr = 2.2( fcρd/a)1/3 + ρw fyw
1 (SI units).

In this study, by adding the transverse reinforcement’s contribution to Equation (3),
a combined shear strength equation was developed for the GC beams with transverse
reinforcements based on the test results. Details of this derivation are given in the next
section. All the equations were then applied to a database consisting of 31 GC specimens
with transverse reinforcements (25 gathered from published experimental works in the
literature and 6 from the current study: G25R-G35R-G45R, G25S10-15-20), so that the overall
prediction performance of each one could be evaluated. Although no other equation in
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the literature was specifically tuned for GC, it is still noteworthy that the equations were
tested with specimens from their own training pools, with each naturally favoring its own
dedicated equation.

4.1. Contribution of Transverse Reinforcement to the Shear Strength and Proposed Equation

The general literature on the contribution of transverse reinforcement, including the
key points, was summarized in Arslan et al. [34]. In ACI 318-19 [29], Frosch [47], and
Zararis [48], three models were considered for the prediction the contribution of transverse
reinforcement. The first model simply assumes that the whole capacity of the transverse
reinforcement contributes to the shear strength, as follows:

vs = ρw fyw (4)

The second model was proposed by Frosch [47] and takes into account the number of
transverse reinforcements crossed by the critical crack instead of the transverse reinforce-
ment ratio. The model also includes a horizontal projection of the critical crack in order to
account for the anchorage length of the transverse reinforcement.

The third model was proposed by Zararis [48] and defines the contribution of the
transverse reinforcement to the shear strength of RC beams as:

vs =
(

0.25
a
d
+ 0.5

)
ρw fyw (5)

In this study, the contribution of the transverse reinforcement (vs) to the shear strength
for each tested beam was computed by subtracting the shear strength of the beams without
transverse reinforcement (vc) from the shear strength of the beams with transverse rein-
forcement. Assuming that the compressive strengths of the concrete values are similar, a
regression analysis was undertaken to identify the participation of the whole capacity ρwfyw
in the net contribution of the transverse reinforcement. In regard to the net contribution of
ρwfyw, it is assumed to be as a power law, as in Equation (6):

vu − vc = 1.49
(
ρw fyw

)0.16 (6)

Then, Equations (3) and (6) can be directly added to express the total shear capacity of
the GC beams, as given in Equation (7) below. The first part refers to concrete only and was
developed for OPCC beams without any reinforcement, whereas the second part refers
only to the transverse reinforcement contribution that is specifically fitted for GC beams
with transverse reinforcement:

vn = 0.3
( c

d

√
fc +

√
ρ fc

)(300
d

)0.28
+ 1.49

(
ρw fyw

)0.16 (7)

Here, c is the depth of the compression zone above the tip of the diagonal crack, d is
the effective depth, and ρ is the tensile reinforcement ratio.

4.2. Evaluation of the Proposed Equation

The proposed Equation (7) for the shear strength and equations given in the literature
(Table 6) were tested against a pool of experiments which were gathered from the literature.
In this general comparison, 25 specimens (beam tests) from four different studies (Chang
et al. [18]; Wu et al. [19]; Lee et al. [37]; Madheswaran et al. [23]) and 6 specimens from
this study were used. All the beams were made from GC, and almost all of them (29 out
of 31) had a common a/d ratio of 2.5 in order to target the shear response. All the other
parameters, including the heights, widths, lengths, effective depths (210 ≤ d ≤ 350 mm),
reinforcement ratios (for longitudinal 1.28 ≤ ρ ≤ 3.14 (%), for transverse 0.52 ≤ ρwfyw ≤ 5.11),
and compressive strengths (26.20 ≤ fc ≤ 78.70 MPa), were different, which indicates a
broad spectrum for the comparison of the prediction performance. The effects of fc, a/d,
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d, and ρwfyw on the proposed shear strength are discussed below. The proposed model
produced a mean value (MV), standard deviation (SD), and covariance (COV) of 1.46,
0.444, and 0.305, respectively, based on the ratios of the experimental shear strength to the
proposed shear strength for 28 specimens. The collective results of the other equations in
Table 6 can be seen in Table 7. Figure 6 visualizes the distribution of these ratios for the
proposed equation.

Table 7. Verification of the proposed shear strengths for GC slender beams.

Exp/Predictions MV SD COV
1 Exp./2 Prop. 1.457 0.444 0.305
Exp./ACI318 1.551 0.675 0.435
Exp./TS500 1.292 0.541 0.418
Exp./NZS 1.127 0.378 0.336

Exp./EN1992 1.532 0.572 0.374
Exp./EN1992: 2004 1.604 1.021 0.637

Exp./ENV 1992 2.016 1.265 0.627
Exp./Zsutty’s 1.289 0.470 0.365

1 Exp.= experimental, 2 prop.= proposed.

Figure 6a–d show the dispersion of the ratios (experimental to proposed) with respect
to the discrepancies of fc, a/d, ρwfyw, and d, respectively. It is understood that the prediction
quality of the proposed equation could not be directly linked to these parameters, as it is
obvious from the graphs that no specific pattern can be observed. In fact, it can be suggested
that the depth of the experimental pool of the beams (i.e., experimental data) is very limited,
inhomogeneous, and not controlled, affecting our ability to infer the individual effects
of the mentioned parameters on the prediction capability. Further research, including
controlled experiments, is required to identify the individual effects of these parameters on
the prediction capability and sensitivity analysis.

Table 7 summarizes the comparisons of the proposed equation and the equations
of Table 6, the ACI318 Building Code [29], TS500, Turkish Standard code [32], NZS 3101,
New Zealand Code [33], Eurocode EN (1992, standard method) [30], Eurocode ENV (1992,
variable strut inclination method) [31], Eurocode EN1992:2004 (basic structural design) [30],
and Zsutty [36]. The resulting coefficient of variation (COV) obtained via the proposed
equation is 91% of that obtained via the NZS Code [33], 84% of that obtained via Zsutty’s
equation, 70% of that obtained via ACI318 [29], and 73% of that obtained via TS500 [32].
ENV 1992 [30] performed the worst, with a COV value of 0.627. As seen in Table 7, the
proposed equation for the shear strength of GC beams with transverse reinforcement is
better than the others in terms of the accuracy and uniformity of the prediction.
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5. Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of this study:

• It can be seen that the proposed shear strength equation, Equation (7), for GC beams
with a/d values as small as 2.5 (which is generally considered as the boundary between
slender and deep beams) resulted in the lowest coefficient of variation (COV) value of
0.305 for the test data from four different studies. Hence, Equation (7) provides better
results than the six codes of practice and Zsutty’s equation, which were proposed for
the prediction of the shear strength of GC beams (Table 7). However, further research
is required to verify the quality and universality of the proposed equation, since the
test data for GC beams are still very limited in the literature.

• The ratio of the experimental to the proposed shear strength does not seem to be
affected by variations in the fc, a/d, ρwfyw, and d in a clear manner. However, again, it
is important to note that the test data were not homogeneous and not controlled for
parameter variations. Thus, a sensitivity analysis was not possible.

• It was observed that the strength of the GC over 28 days reached approximately
21~59% of the strength in 3 days and 71~76% in 7 days, respectively. In the OPC
concrete, these values were approximately 40% in 3 days and 65% in 7 days. Thus, it
is clear that GC gains strength more rapidly in the initial days compared to ordinary
Portland cement concrete.

• Considering the strength, consistency, and workability, the M6 mixture with an al-
kaline liquid/binder ratio of 0.75 is the most suitable mixture for the production of
slag-based geopolymer concrete. It manages to maintain its consistency for approx-
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imately 90 min and has a slump value of 270 mm, which is practical for structural
element manufacturing.

• When the energy-dissipating capacities are examined, it is observed that the G25S10
beam has the highest ductility and the G25R beam has the lowest in the G25 series. As
the distance between the transverse reinforcements decreases, the ductility level and
ultimate load increases. While shear cracks dominated the failure mode in the G25R,
G25S20, and G25S15 beams, shear-flexure cracks in the G25S10 beams caused their
failure. It is seen that the failure mode changes from shear to bending as the transverse
reinforcement spacing decreases in GC beams as well. These findings are similar to
the behavior of OPC concrete beams, as reported in [19].

In future studies, with emerging data, more refined expressions should be considered.
A paper concerning numerical simulations for a deeper understanding of the mechanical
response of shear failure is currently being developed. Moreover, we are planning to include
a mechanical analysis and performance evaluation of the shear retrofitting of damaged GC
beams, as increasing the shear capacity via retrofitting has become a very actively employed
method in the research field. The application of various retrofitting methods developed for
ordinary concrete beams [49–55] would follow as a future research direction.
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